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List of technologies identified at the 21st May ACE Energy workshop 

Type  rated capacity  details    number MWh 

Wind turbine 10kW    5 homes  15m hub height   9m rotor      3         70 

Wind turbine 110 kW 55 homes 30m hub height 22m rotor      5     1,000 

Wind turbine 1MW   550 homes 60m hub height 52m rotor      3     6,500 

Solar PV panels  4kW domestic  roof mounted      2,000       4,000 

Community solar 30kW instn  roof or ground mounted            20                    600 

Anaerobic dig’n 50kW/ins’n  farm based                  1          2,500 

 

Solar thermal 1 per house   DHW supply          200                    310 

Air Source Heat Pump    1 per house                 600           8,000 

 

Total electricity supplied             14,670 

Annual local consumption             22,241 

 

Total heat supplied               8,310 

Annual local consumption (heat)             60,992 
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Notes on siting and installation of these technologies 

 

 

Wind turbines, generally west of the A65 bypass. 

Needs minimum average annual wind speed of 5m/

sec. For larger turbines 12 months monitoring by 

anemometer strongly advised. Grid connectivity at 3 

phase could be a problem for larger installations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solar PV domestic, normally on rooftops, non-

north facing, but can be ground mounted in gardens. 

Consider community project to give economy of 

scale and include low income families. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community solar,  

30kW capacity based on proposed array on Settle 

Swimming pool roof, but could include other community 

buildings or open fields, subject to no shading. 

 

 

 

 

 

Anaerobic digestion, could be farm based and 

biogas used either for heating or to generate 

electricity, or CHP for electricity and using 

waste heat to heat buildings or processing. 

Could also be industry based (eg ARLA) and 

combined with local food waste collection, 

possibly linking to a district heating scheme 
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Solar thermal, domestic or hotels/hospitals etc. 

Siting on non-north facing roofs ideal.  Suits B @ B 

where hot water in demand in evenings. Requires  

dual coil domestic hot water storage cylinder. 

 

 

 

 

Air Source Heat Pump, mainly in private homes.  Homes 

need to be super-insulated to be effective. 1 kW electricity gives 

3-4 kW heat with low temperature 40C delivery. May require 

larger radiators to achieve effective heating in winter compared 

to other types of CH that deliver at 60C.  

 

 

Other technologies not identified at the first workshop but could be considered 

 

Hydro Two potential sites on the river Ribble upstream of Settle Hydro at Watershed Mill and 

John Roberts paper Mill at Langcliffe originally benefitted from hydro power.  

 

 
 

A detailed feasibility study, with consultation with the EA on permissible water  abstractions,  

impact on fish and other wild life would be required. For the pond at Locks weir to be used as a 

balancing pond to regulate flows, would require dredging, endangering its eco-system with 

families of ducks, etc and possibly other wildlife. 

 

 

Micro Hydro There are possibly other smaller high head 

schemes that could be developed in the side valley from the main 

river valley. These would most likely serve remote off-grid farms or 

small communities and are less likely to incur opposition from the 

Environment Agency and anglers. 
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Biomass District Heating, potentially supplying 

heat to a cluster of large public building such as a 

hospital, school or community building. Proposed in 

the CO2Sense report to supply heat to Settle /

College and Middle School and Settle Swimming Pool 

and possibly Victoria Hall. 

 

Energy audits of existing buildings would be required 

to assess potential for energy savings, followed by a 

feasibility study to investigate technical and financial 

viability. The increased price of gas, currently used for heating, and the relatively stable price of 

biomass would work in favour of this as a solution. However storage is required for fuel and 

regular bulk deliveries by road could give rise to objections, but unlikely from residents 

benefiting from the heating they provide! 

 

 

 

Water source heat pumps, are a more efficient version 

of Air Source Heat Pumps but require a source of water 

such as a river or pond. Inserting pipe-work into the mill 

pond at Locks Weir might be a possibility to heat adjacent 

holiday chalets. 

 

 

 

Ground source heat pumps, are the most efficient form of heat pump system, gathering heat 

from the ground, either via a borehole, or rows of pipes known as “slinkys” laid in trenches in a 

field. This could be used for larger buildings or even housing estates. 

               
 Slinkys        Borehole  GSHP installation 

 


